Introduction
In [9] Griego-Hersh introduced random evolutions with underlying finite-state Markov chains and formulated a representation of the solution of an abstract Cauchy problem in terms of the expectation of the random evolution. Extensions of the initial definition and its uses have been completed by various authors and are reported in the surveys of Hersh [13] and Pinsky [27] . In this paper we extend the definition of random evolution to the case in which the underlying process is a semi-Markov process. We prove new representation theorems for solutions of various abstract integral equations in terms of this generalized random evolution. In particular, we use a special type of random evolution with underlying semi-Markov process to give a new representation for the solution of abstract Cauchy problems of the type treated by Griego-Hersh and, motivated through this representation, we generate new limit theorems of 'generalized-central-limit-theorem type' for the abstract Cauchy solutions.
In Section one we present background results on Markov renewal processes and semi-Markov processes which we need in this development. In Section two we define the random evolution with underlying semi-Markov process and related notions; we then prove conditioning results for the random evolutions and representation theorems for solutions of abstract integral equations in terms of expectations of these random evolutions. We end this section with a limit theorem which demonstrates how the operator structure of the random evolution can be combined with the renewal structure of the semi-Markov process, and then give an application of this theorem in storage theory. In Section three we specialize the underlying semi-Markov process to obtain the new representations of the solutions of abstract Cauchy equations ; we compare our representation to those in Pinsky [27] and Heath [13] , [11] . Using transform analysis and operator theory, we prove new perturbation theorems for the Cauchy solutions with limit as a higher order diffusion. In another paper [21] we extend Murman's semi-Markov model for Brownian motion [25] by using the concepts in this paper to define a family of random evolutions over the underlying semiMarkov process.
Section 1
We introduce terminology used in the following sections. The definitions and notations used here are similar to those in [5] , [6] , [2] , and [29] . Let N= {0, 1, 2, . . .}, P + = [0, oo), and^+=Borel sets on R+. A semi-Markovian kernel on measure space (E, £) is any transition probability from (E, $} into (ExR + We note that X= (13 3 ^oo? ^n 3 X n , P) is a Markov process with state space (E, $ ) and transition probability Q (x, A)=Q(x ) Ax R+), for x^E, Ae<? [5] .
Section 2
Let L denote a Banach space with norm ||-|| L and topological Borel field JSf. We let {r(x ? y, u) ; a:, 3/e£ 3 [9] or certain renewal processes [7] . The strong continuity and measurability assumptions on M give (2.4) [9] . In what follows we assume that either (2.5) or (2. We define the discrete-parameter expectation semigroup of the R. E. M with underlying MRP (X, T) as the operators [f n ; n<= N} on L TO given by (2.8) (?./),= for /eLoo, x&E. A uniform-boundedness condition such as (2.6) guarantees existence and boundedness of the operators T n ; strong measurability of T n f with respect to ^ ' n /& follows as before. We observe that for special types of MRP's such as discrete-parameter MRP's, the discrete-parameter expectation semigroup will be a subset of the expectation operators of M. The semigroup appellation will be justified in Theorem 2. 2. We give two structure theorems and a limit theorem : Theorem 2. 1 gives a conditioning result for R. E. M; Theorem 2.2 uses this result to obtain renewal-type equations satisfied by the expectation operators and discrete-parameter expectation semigroup associated with R. E. M; Theorem 2.3 gives a limit theorem for a special type of R. E. associated with R. E. M. Theorem 2.1. For the random evolution M={M(t), t^R + } with underlying MRP (X, T) we have a. e. (2. 9) and on {T n <t} we have a. e. Proof. We give the proof of (2. 10) ; the proof of (2. 9) 
J (fl))
Here we have used that the operators {r(x, y, u}} and {II(x, y)} are bounded and linear, and hence are distributive with conditional expectation [28] ; that (X, T) satisfies (1. 5) ; and that F(x,y, 0) =1 for each x, y^E.
Q)
Remark. From Theorem 2. 1 we essentially have also that the process [Z(t), t^R + } given by
for T n <t<^T n+19 is a Markov renewal process with auxiliary paths (MRPAP), where for this concept it has been required that E is countably additive [29] , or equivalently, a semiregenerative process 
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Q(x,dyxds)r(x, y> s)II(x,y)E,\M(t-s)f r(t -.'>'\
(2) The operators {T,, n^N} form a semigroup since (T r 0 /)*=/. from F(x, y, 0) =/, and since we have from (2.9) that for m, n Equations (2. 13) and (2. 14) are proved through application of (2.9) with the tf-algebras ^i and & n and ^ respectively. H
We give a limit theorem which demonstrates how the operator structure of the random evolution may be combined with the renewaltheoretic property of the Markov renewal process. We let p>0 be parameters; we use ,04,0. [26] or equivalently, Theorem 3. 6, p. 511 in Kato [17] .
We prove (2.21) under (i), (ii) 5 and (iii)' by using an argument similar to one in Theorem 3.4. 4 of Pinsky [27] . The proof of (2.21) Remark. We prove a similar result under less restrictive operator bounds in Lemma 3. 5. This type of convergence result is used as a basis for proving perturbation theorems for solutions of integral equations tending to solutions of diffusion or higher-order-diffusion type equations. See Theorem 2. 2, Application 3. 1, and [13] , [27] . Application 2. 1. We present an application of Theorem (2. 3) to storage theory. We are given the following data : 
for each x, x^R + . Under the conditions imposed on r and k, II and F satisfy the measurability conditions of Section two. The
R. E. M= [M(t, a!) ; t<=R + , O><E£}, defined through (2. 1) from (2. 25) and MRP (X, T), satisfies M(t)f(z) =/(Z(0)
, where Z(0) =*. We wish to apply Theorem 2. 3 to determine the behavior of the content process as the magnitudes X a and the time increments T n+ i -T n of the MRP (X, T) approach zero. 3 and vary sharply from one case to another. It is of interest to note that in the special case of Q(x, dyxds)=G(ds) ^(dy) and k(x, y)-y Qinlar [5] shows that the behavior of the content process Z(£), as t-^oo, separates into the same three cases t; = 0, or t<0 where v = 'mf z {-r(z}b + $). Proof. With slight modifications, the proof is that for regular step processes as given in [27] . See also [23] .
H An important point to note here is that the random variables {TJ are stopping times with respect to the (7-algebras {yfj but not necessarily with respect to the tf-algebras 0(Y r , 0<r<s). In our setting we are able to distinguish behavior at those epochs at which a 'transition' is made from a state to itself. 
(i, t) = (T(t)f) i =E i [M(t)f Y(t}~]
satisfies (3.6) as in [27] . This method of proof uses (2. 12) to obtain and hence the associated SMP Y= [Y t ; ^eJ^+} is a Markov process with respect to (7-algebras ^(^s; 0<5<r), re^+; here d(i)=a ii + Zjfe;*^« l^.ft I? l^^^s and /o I . J =sign(a iJ -), l<i^j<m. In the setting of (3. 7), with general A,., l<i<m, M. Pinsky [27] shows that ( has representation (3. 10) where the MRP has parameters given by /--(3.14)
(/>") = 2 2 \ 1 0
Through definition (2. 1) and the form of the operators and process defined through (3. 11) -(3. 14) we obtain the random evolution M on L given by
where plCO and N^(t) are 'occupation-time 5 and c number-of-jumps 5 random variables defined in Section one. We give a limit theorem for R. E. M defined in (3. 15). 
Proof. From Theorem 3. 2 we have that the solution (Wj(x, £)) j==li2 has representation w,(x 9 f) =E j {M(t)f(x)~\
for M(t) given in (3.15). The limiting result (3. 17) is given as an application of abstract semi-group theorems in [20] for /e^(A 2 ), and is proved by transformanalysis techniques for a smaller class of functions / in [24] .
Using techniques from transform analysis, we show in Theorem 3. 4 that a random evolution related to R. E. M has expectation semigroup, satisfying (3.34), which also converges to the solution of (3.18).
We let r' = inf {w>7\; Y"(u)=\}. Then f is an <5f,-stopping time. We define the operator S, : L-»L by (3. 19) We prove representation and limit theorems for S a . First, we state the following lemma. 
Then the Fourier transform of 7-is given by
In particular, <j> satisfies ./for j'= 1,2.
Proof. We observe that (3.34) can be written in the form of (3.6) by taking (/>,.,.) as in (3.14), A ( .=0 for i = l,2, n il =H 2l =S i and IJ 12 ' tf-VSvAx, t-r)dr.
